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ALLEN GINSBERG

GRAPHIC WINCES

In high school when you crack your front tooth bending down too fast over
the porcelain water fountain
or raise the tuna sandwich to your open mouth and a cockroach tickles your
knuckle
or step off the kitchen Cabinet ladder on the ball of your foot hear the
piercing meow of a soft kitten
or sit on a rattling subway next to the woman scratching the sores on her
legs, thick pus on her fingers
or put your tongue to a winter-froz en porch door, a layer of frightening
white flesh sticks to the wooden frameor pinch your little baby boy's fat neck skin in the teeth of his snowsuit
zipper
or when you cross Route 8 5 the double yellow line's painted over a dead
possum
or tip your stale party Budweiser on the window sill to your lips, taste
Marlboro butts floating top of the canor fighting on the second flight of the tenement push your younger sister
down the marble stairs she bites her tongue in half, they have to sew it
back in the hospitalor at icebox grabbing the half eaten Nestles' Crunch a s liver of foil sparks
on your back molar"s silver filling
or playing dare in high school you fall legs split on opposite sides of a high
iron spiked fence
or kicked in the Karate Dojo hear the sound like a cracked twig then feel a
slow dull throb in your left forearm.
or tripping fall on the sidewalk & rip last week's scab off your left knee
You might grimace, a sharp breath from the solar plexus, a chill spreading
from shoulderblades and down the arms,
or you may wince, tingling twixt sphincter and scrotum a subtle electric
discharge.

with Bob Rosenthal
and Brooklyn College M.F.A. class
December 8 , 1986

ROALD HOFFMAN

THE LOCUTION OF LOVE
You give her a look
then your book
and she returns it
with a phrase underlined
authored desire.
So you write her
into your next story:
" Starchblockers Leap into Fire."
Then you wait
for the note
that comes Whitmonday
on an old Joe Namath football card
"I liked the restraint, wit in your tale.
Come to me, Friday at 9:34.
135 John St. Brooklyn. Bring a rope."
You dust off Krafft-Ebing on bondage:
is she in time-motion studies,
or a critic, groping
for a trope?
Friday morning
the subway train gets stuck at Wall St.
You run across the Brooklyn Bridge
and at 9:51
you are at the address,
a small house you hadn't noticed before,
painted a sedate violet:
"Don Giovanni Transport
Subsidiaries in Spain and Italy
We specialize in nonauthorized desire."
No one answers, and then you notice
taped to the door a note
from you r mother:
"Son, your divorce isn't final,
and here you are running after another
Hottentot Venus. She's not for you-you
need a nice Greek girl. I know one in the city.
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working on owls and snakes.
This one-I told her your
existential football stories
are ghostwritten, and she left,
for fin-de-siecle Vienna. "
Oh mama, you think,
here you go again,
As they say:
leather upper, man-made sole.
And you look for a cab to Shea Stadium.

THE SCIENCE OF SEPARATIONS
Things stick, best
near failed sequences of atoms,
on steps, asperities or flats,
the interior labyrinth
of the solid state.
Many things. Among them
one, desired pure,
more alone
than this commingling,
adulterant world provides.
So first the intrusive:
a stream that chips away.
In knocking, tumbling
play. on the margin
of cleaving
and cleaving to,
never quite free of the potent
adsorbent base.
a sorting out of sorts
takes place. in space.
Now the parting. a quick cut.
support and all. a trip
to different corners
of the lab-bench world .
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The end is near. A liberating
liquid, high in molecular
desire, comes by: Come here,
come unstuck, to my better,
more disordered place!
The eluant,
embracing,
sweeps one out.
But that state of affairs
lasts only a beat. For
there we are, with the rack
of fire, ice , or vacuum, intent
to sunder one more time.

4

EDWARD MOORE

STAND
Let's not have any
talk about blood or
hearts here today.
No. Too frequent to
invent a hiatus that
causes real calm, that
looks out for quiet
corners to whole in.
Yes. Comfort is more
required, more welcome
than the urge to
cup it all and feast
long and hard on
something choked with
mama. But I digress.
Movement with the spark
of nerve would be more
fine and dandy than the list
of absolute beauties:
pens that always run
out in the middle of
the word you wanted to
start with; lips in a
Virginia Madsen Curve;
knowing tweed never dies.
No. What is not too
tight in me is here,
unpoemed mechanism,
wet sails spread over
bodies dear for all to
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examine and nod at. But
life props me up again,
peachy ass in the air,
cuffing me past worlds
of flattened-out life that
I call my own creation.

UNTITLED NOVEL
A day,
suddenly new,
is avoided through
the dedication of
Thelma and Rjcardo,
the only
available saviors
who study to be
foot doctors by
day and engrave
their eyelids with
made-up languages
at night,
thus confusing
everyone and preventing
solo thought.
This, however,
does not last.
Ron E. Paisley
and his manager,
known only as
'·Kevin,"
plant Frenchness,
perfectly understood,
deep in the retinas,
hence causing
clarity and,
of course,
pristine destruction.
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3/ 5/ 87

I fling at you my kidnapped
attention so nice ly that you
collapse like a wall to
your bed to smile.
II
She had a fling last fall with
a nice kidnapper whose victim was
walled-up for several days while
they made fun in bed.

III
Stevenson's Kidnapped would be
nice to read in bed , but
the plot makes me want to
fling it at the nearest wall.

IV
"'Nice of you to drop by:·
Captain Walls said quietly, for
his kid napped in the next room
in his Star Wars bed, flinging
his dreams as far as he could.

V
My cous in in Nice flung
he r bed through a wall, hit
a kidnapper in the head, and
became a national hero.

VI
Far-flung tho ughts of wall,
bed, ceiling, beige are making
for death not kidnapped tonight.
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VII
A fling! A fling! .Tis a
wonderful thing! Everyone
knows it's slutty. But bed,
bed away-Joe got kidnapped
today, and nice hangings for
my walls-Hoorah!

VIII
A nice end, we hope.
Kidnapped: You wish.
Wall- firm: Get real.
A fling? Me? Fiction. I assure you.
My bed: Only slept in.

A NIGHT WITHOUT REIGN

Tonight the theories
of why or why not
we are or are not stand
out demonic and ghostly
against heads who talk
about where it all leads
without ever saying what
it is while I try to
recall people·s names by
the shapes of their mouths.
It's frightening-more
creepy than teeth clattering
down an assembly line
could ever be- to stand
under a sky so big that
madness is inevitable,
even tasty, in a world
gone ashtray. And I crave
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accordance with all,
desperate release, a
sudden flash of eyes
to stop the hours from
dancing to dead. But I know
that ain't likely. So give me
new blood minus goregive me more dark like
this when importance
seems unlikely; when I
know that I'm real because
I can cause pain.
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SAN JUANITA GARZA

ODE TO PLUMS
I would have you
pinker,
round one.
Blue of eye
and vibrant.
Like the mosaic
murals
of the Byzantine.
You would live
beyond life
while in it;
the sacrificial bull
would reign
sweetly,
and this would sweeten
you
to my taste,
my tongue
lapping your ripeness.
Your Mafioso gentility,
my chaste knees.
There is an eye
in your pocket
that is your chain,
your scar
with the Catholic.
And you would risk
this risk
for fleeting romance;
a trainside kiss
a not-so-perfect
perfect.
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AND THERE SHOULD BE A WOMAN

And there should be a woman,
tender as helium,
with these sheets,
these long slices of panic
that presume so much:
Are there not questions?
Flashbacks?
Urged on by the sudden scent
of citrus?
The decline of sky,
like the turning of one's head?
Yes, there should be something pungent
here. too.
Some
thing
not connected
but willing,
the jolt and the rush
of a thing
that jolts and rushes
a thing.
I don't understand coquetry,
really.
There is o nly this device
that lends me absence
and I become just this face
that is
and is not
seen in the flash of a moment
long studied.

II

AFTER
Hands grow white
in an eye
that remembers.
Often there are two faces
to pack:
the girl
and the girl gone.
And then the porters call
and the evenings fold themselves
like so many slices of bread.
It is not the season
that matters,
not the look,
like revelation,
crouching on the corner.
If only there were bad weather
to clean:
mists and thunder
rapping at heels
like children.
Then a finger could bound
through the crowd
like a chum
and lay claim to its source.
But ifs wrong.
Wrong to shake one·s head
and smother the reason
like a beloved vice.
Even the wording misleads.
The morning only endures
what the end began.
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DEAD HORSE

Beaten,
as it were,
with unleashing;
the sting
of taking direction
for its sake.
Another distant train comes
and I am to board
because it's the thing
to do,
the thing to strip
protection
from bruised skin,
skin that is tired
and clinical,
something Pop
keeps in the fridge
too long.
And the thing
is to be reprieved,
to be a head
shaved and banged
with dye.
Because staying
and leaving
are mere subterfuges
and this one-sided war
is just another masturbation.
another opiate
that pins ribbons
on the aching finger of night.
Another cause fo r nausea
is this:
The girl in the flaming house
fades
like color in the mouth.
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GRACE FALLEN

How easily I slip
into this role,
this being so monotonous;
the shadow of shoes,
the tuft of hair lifted
perpetually in a breeze.
It frightens me
to be
so
disposable.
If I could

I would paint my mother's face
as blue swirls of mountains filled
with all the beautiful age
she never lived.
And I'd give her words,
sweet little doodads
like antidote, video,
p l-

the dull perfections people cling to.
Forget love.
It doesn' t work
in circumstance.
Virtue can be bled into situations
like
if I were a rapist
how would I
cut my toenails
when it's the intricacy,
the gelled stillness,
of tedious ease
makes me twitter,
makes me resist
the armslength pushing
my back
up from the chair
into the motion,
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the shortness of breath,
arms tightening my vision
as Grace leaves me
skinless in the sun.

EXIT
The color
in mornings,
the avenues,
the rust ...
the later
that galls
like suction.
Today
I'm told
I may come
and I may dance
and I may
abandon.
But that I may
is that I mustn't.
mustn't spoon the invitation
like hungry soup.
There's only so much
a hairnet holds.
What escapes is distance,
loves so recent with dust
validity makes you cringe
and you are a victim again
in the color of mornings
and graceless hands.
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JEFFREY BROWN

EPIPHANY
Your story could begin
with the most benign question (left
unasked here) and your feet
coming first from the womb.
This radical act started you
on the path to uptown Chicago,
a man in your mouth roughly
and so on. So pretty
with them green eyes, so BloodBlack until you' re a nigger
(that brown daddy left you not
crying yet but your mother
blond and pitiful).
The house is rocking almost
so literally now: you never
home, she digging a husband not
her own.
Granny keeps a lover in another city
and bully, bully! for love.
You' ll have none of it.
Your spirit builds theatre s
and back rooms, your arms
hold cubicles as if they were
( not a child) but even thi s can't last.
Sometimes you don' t smile
properly, your lips two red
paintings on a white wall, the image vertical.
And the occasional charity to
a fat man will not save you.
At once,
he is not there but
turned away by the cum
in your system
which attracts almost so literally
flies to your skin.
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HERE

My 3rd Grade School Day Picture still
hangs at home. r look like a young
vampire who has yet to learn of his
powers, and r suppose I was such.
But whatever happened to the photographer
who, just before the flash blinded me.
rubbed his crotch and grinned?
What kind of people did the children
who were absent that day become'!

RAIN

There can be no fondness for rain.
Each tiny drop has the thankless job
of dropping.
Imagine being spurned by everyone.
people shielding their skin from
your smallest touch. And then
the nothing of joining a curbside
puddle into which I have seen several
mothers disappear, leaving their children
to cross the street alone.
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KARLA DENNIS

REBUTTAL TO LOUISIANA TANTRUM

There is much
to tell, Jeffrey,
about the grandeur
of the womb,
of bloodletting
backsides against
no better times
and perfect unions
There is much to tell ...
I love men
the way you do,
Jeffrey. I could
· multiply the seeds
of dicks hard as
chinese arithmetic
and put down the
root in this world
like red oak
From golden quill
your words are
smooth candelabra baby,
tailor-made pressed
posh and ultra like
many who would be fish
but could not know
unless their thighs
were split and dripped
like mine do
And there is too much to tell
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RUTHIE'S CHILD

She sits between
black-thighed Madonna
with braids of old slaves
dangling free
before jaded eyes
Her brothers are prophets
Krishna and Buddha do
god/ play
in third world colors
and thick exotic tongues
This black girl
don't have no doubts
no minstrel mind
no white design for blue eyes
and Aryan views of wisdom
Nat Turner her father
Truth her mother
she leads folks daily to the promised land
and down to the bookstore
for a good education
Her blackness is stitched
round her shoulders like
Solomon's songs
like the ashes of Pharaohs
blow/ dance across the Nile
She has the sun in her mouth
and the world's dust
under her nails
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75TH STREET/ SUITE

Whining and crying and blaring me blue
in chrometones
he blows kool/hot
old tunes tenor saxophone
done hexed me and drenched my design
with
be mine/ be mine/ be mine
funny/ funny/ valentine
and I was after hour smoke round him
kissed me with jazz tongue and mellow yellow
in the joint at three
blew me back to Billie's daze
Johnny Walker Red and chitterlin' dinners
made the soul in my blackness
pop its fingers
and I was grown I was grown
He blew kool/blew hot
diggin' me in the joint at three
jammin' an old time "A-Train" thang
on me
rocked my roots and be-bopped my best refrain
with a stormy sax on Monday

MAMA

The mums were cold
white death
IO times thunder and lightning
exploded a girl child's
chest severed from the safe
of mo ther's breath
no arms could comfort
her screams
danced the ears
of the dead
with many tears
still coming
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The mums were cold
at the site
like the god like
the earth that interred
her face grey/ pearls
while the prayers were
said. The mums were blooming
full of her seed
cold white
fills no need/ for
warm breasts
and the Lamb

I RUN TO LOVE
A 7:30 May moon
strikes me mad
screaming Luna Luna
In yellow/ gold in Mexico
creaming down my eyes
solarizing highways on water
I succumb
I run to love
And when he holds me
where is the world
strong arms dress me in
bright refuge
and my soul/troubles calm
like South Sea breezes
on sticky city nights
I run to it
When he enters me
wicked world walls
come crashing to meet him
and the Philistines
are slain and reslain
slain and reslain
and I run
cause when he moans
shackles break and
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warriors dance
A fierce and savage samba
in some distant dark/ green
African place
I am running to him
When he calls me baby
red tar is wet on me
and a brown girl's dreams
fly wild with women's ways
and ribbons in the sky
I dream whole days away
and run to love
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GRAHAM LEWIS

DALEY PLAZA
All the pigeons were frozen softballs
their feathers like beautiful knives
They littered the vast concrete
with their deathsong of ice
unsung yet loud in spirit
the tone of a mantra hung moist
and inscrutable before a novice
The hum seduced me
and I watched a city
rise from its bed
like an elephant tired of parades
E verything moved except the cold
which held fast
and became tangible in every breath
Even in the shiny brain of Chicago
cold rules its own kingdom
its own secret heart
hardening spit to diamonds
loneliness to suicide
and birds to lifeless lumps
children toss through windows

CALIGARI'S CHILDREN
(for the film makers)
Nasty angles make you happy,
even when sleepwalking
through the ruins of your dreams.
Without a vaseline smeared lens
you would be lost, clarity a curse,
sharp focus a lie.
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It's all in the eye. you say,
all in the eye.
At night. under the stones of heaven,
I wonder about your ideas.
I'm beginning to understand and enjoy
the silence, the refracted sight
of fishtail moons and broken suns
leaking brilliance on factory concrete.
grey and caked with afternoon mud.
If my s hoes get stuck.
I leave them behind to waltz barefoot
on shattered glass.
I'm becoming like you
and fear the narratives of my own fiction.

DRIVING THROUGH KANSAS
Nicotine clouds and road motels.
A blurred Byzantine collage
of two-headed cows and homesick truckers
penned in for the night
with waitresses named Wanda and Junebug.
As always, driving through Kansas
is hard on my mental health.
I think of a girl I knew at fifteen.
She put my hand on her breast
in the baseball dugout,
but ten minutes later said " I can't''
and ran away, leav ing me with a hard-on
and twelve Louisville Sluggers.
For two days I lurched around
trying to understand something
that wasn't there.
Driving through Kansas is the same.
A lurch, a shadow longer than the highway
and twice as slow.
All you want is what's been promised:
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Dorothy. Toto, Dodge City gunfights.
and cornfed wimmen in overalls.
All you ge t is a flat emptiness
laughing below your wheels
and a sky ready to drop tornados like rain.

CHRISTMAS DAY- THE FARM
(for Bob Jones, Scott Wren, John Fritsch)
Drinking from the same bottle
harvesting the same drunken song
full gamebags slip from shoulder to snow
in late morning's cold north wind.
Once more we have shared the genius of shotguns
smooth peace of mind onl y barbed wire
gutting knives and bruising recoil can offer.
We turn to each other and o ur eyes do not drift.
The years have shown us
like tracks in dried mud
easy circles of migration and returning.
Behind the barn sodden-eyed hounds conspire
black sticks on white hills
howling for meat and caresses.

THREE POEMS FROM A ROOM OF DOLLS

There are ghosts in this cottage.
whispers without names, each corner
a hive of gentle stirrings.
Alone in a room of dolls
some would be frightened,
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stricken when glass eyes flare.
To me, it's a comfort.
Night can be ugly business
without ghosts, without
rumors of life reminding me
it' s no sin to li ve.

2

Wrapped in the soft. nested grooves
of a century old bed, I wait.
Naked, you step in with morning coffee
and my night friends slide away.
A s we climb each other, trading skin
like we own it, they are silent,
jealous of the hurt we purchase
in lies of blood and breath: amnesia
between open thighs. immortality
a mouthful of hair.

3
No one can tell me different,
even on a postcard beach at noon.
I am here by accident, thank you,
and another accident will take me away.
" How else can it be?" I beg the gulls.
"Give us bread;· they offer.
Everything so goddamn practical.
So to hell with this worry.
I will drink scotch, dance the cannon,
fall all the way upstairs,
and await your drenching pulse
in a room of dolls.
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CHANTRELLE, BLOODLESS BENEATH THE LEAVES
(for J. D. Moore)

Some mushrooms bleed white.
The kind we·ve come for bleed nothing.
Dry as beef jerky inside, s limy and orange outside.
Without a mouth they are tongues whole,
bathing in a lick of rain and black bark,
decay imitating growth with no shame at all.
Chantrelle. bloodless beneath the leaves.
For dinner we·ll eat their arrogance,
shrivelled and baked in cornbread stuffing.
John David laughs as he twists his knife,
dropping another and another into our full basket.
Chantrelle. he gloats, a lovely name for rot.
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BOB ZORDANI

LETTER TO HARRINGTON STREET
Jonathan, I'm drunk. The sky sank years ago.
Now thick pools are rising, spreading like tar
across Illinois. Combines are fast in the fields ,
floundering. Farmers lie dying on tractor hoods,
dreaming for help. Children breathe hard
in the night, swallowing air like meat. Tonight
we sing Jesus to the shrieks of sick birds.
Not even love would keep us in tune. Here
angels shrink toward Heaven and go, their wings
flapping stiff against wind. We know we are bad.
Our dead float like logs in the pools. We watch
them rot in open air. We watch them bloom.

RIDING
Today every pebble a boulder
on your favorite hill. the one place
you spin down so smooth
it is not even riding
but the swift dream of flight
and easy landing. Today
you know you will fall,
that something will break. s hatter
under a weight too heavy
to comprehend. At home
the woman you love cannot remove
you from her life. She
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does not know you will die
and wipes clean the table where yo u
have eaten, thinks she will read
a good book of poems.
that fame is nearly yours. It' s only
your wheels won' t grip
the gravel as you turn
knowing this is your life
and it will not hold.
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PATRICK PETERS

ORGANS
(for DVH)
Say we are losing our organs
one at a time, like good china.
Tonsils, an appendix. one tepid lung
removed to strengthen the other.
We keep an eye on our livers, a fist
tight around our hearts, shelling
that slug of muscle like a walnut.
Protect, skin and bones. that's
what I'm saying. Do not take incisions
as healing. Let scars trace themselves
in and through our bodies. We map
ourselves with operations. with days
blue as rivers, red with roads
leading to small towns where we
find ourselves empty as brown bags,
filling, losing the wind.

LETTER FROM THE DESERT
(to Rob Brown)
Albuquerque is next. back up to Santa Fe
Through Glorietta Pass. eventually Los Lunas.
You wouldn't think. lifting the blinds.
any hills would rise out of this trip.
Adobe churches crumble brown.
yet each morning cracks wide with bells.
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This photo says at home I will pull myself together,
the sky outside saying rain, flood, saying like that
sand is erased and broomed, parted, and pulled
a few feet further east. The boys here are tempted
to walk in, bend away, and become old men. They don' t.
You have to admire them for that. Fitting themselves instead
with part-time jobs to hunt, to drink,
give themselves outright to weather, or the rebuilding
of front yard jalopies. We should have their lives.
Learn to wear our hair long in the heat, teach ourselves
soil is dust when turned, shake your clothes for scorpions.
T hose who leave come back, that is the point.
Traffic on route twenty-five is cattle. Watch the cows
because there are no fences
and water would not cure what a cow
could twist into an engine.
I tried to read. What kept coming to me
we re brown bears eating garbage in the mountains,
spiders like opening fists on the road.
One had a bird. Believe me.
I threw the book out the window; it blossomed
in the late afternoon, then disappeared.
I wonder about the bo ys, about you in a city.
Any day now I may leave the car baking
on the side of the road and walk,
tapping into my hand, over and over,
li ke the sound of soft pebbles,
Al buquerque. Santa Fe, Los Lunas.
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MICHAEL KUO

NO ONE SUFFERS
(for Alex)

Today I ran over the dog in the driveway.
He did not yelp or bark, though his legs
were broken instantly. It's my job
that makes me senseless. I suppose.
The woman who needed thousands, just to live
another month-I turned her down;
there are no real poor in this world.
No one suffers, anywhere.
The dog stared up at me from the ditch.
H e understood. I did not betray him .
We will still go sniffing after dark,
turning up bones in the garden, bits
of paper, fat radishes. When you split
them open there is no pain, no blood,
only the cold white heart of the moon.
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THE APPARITION

Only after driving
through this night alone
do I begin to see the problem.
There have been no houses, no cars
for hours, and without wanting to
I see your image, hung like a veil
between trees.
I have seen your eyes,
two timid moons, the soft
touch of your tongue,
edging the salt block.
Your skull is so small.
Step onto the pavement,
lock your eyes to the light.
I'm not going to hurt you.
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MAGGIE KENNEDY

THE NIGHT WATCHMAN
Other children dipped brushes
in blues, reds. yellows;
painted trees and flowers
and sunshine.
I mixed buckets of black:
discovered early
that adding enough black
brings you back to black.
I never needed lullabies,
but pulled the shade
against moonlight,
closed my eyes tight.
trying to see beyond black
as though night opened a trap door.
shooting colors more brilliantly dark
than gold is bright.
I make my living off the night;
walk miles up and down.
around this run-down factory.
I turn corners quickly,
expecting long-limbed creatures
camouflaged by shadows,
knocking stars croquet-like
through the heavens.
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FROGS

They line the halls waiting.
liver-spotted men gripping wheelchairs,
grandmothers dolled up, lips scarlet
against pancake-white wrinkles.
We shove hands in pockets, lower eyes,
our shoes clicking tile loud.
Mr. O'Neal lies on his back open-eyed,
skin translucent over his jaw:
a vein wrapped foot sticks from the sheet,
big toe swollen black with gout.
We shake the bed, but he doesn't see us.
too intent upon the ceiling.
Mr. O 'Neal had dug a pond
back of his ranch level
with goldfish and frogs and waterlilies,
and summer nights my brother and I
would jump the steel-picket fence.
pop popcorn over his gas grill, and
listen to the frogs outboast each other.
Mr. O'Nears chest would swell over
his fifty sit-up a day waist
as he told us again
how he swam the English Channel,
twice in the days it took guts.
Without Mr. O 'Neal, the pond
dries to a hollow.
frogs belly-up for the picking.
We strap a yellow-spotted one
to our mother's butcher block,
fingers curling about push-pins
as we slit the paper-thin chest.
I half believe we will find
a small heart beating.
watch it wriggle. dance.
But the frog is rotted inside out,
nothing but skin and water.
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CAROL WOLF

CHRISTIAN COUNTY
It was a hay smelling fall night
when we did the dog dance
in the horse barn of the old fairgrounds
burgers and shakes at the Hasty Tasty
Sunday drive in Tanta's red Willys
fishing the banks of the Sangamon
dreaming far-off places reading Coleridge
pick the scab or fiddle the loose tooth
not much to do in the grey shingled house
eating beans and stewed squirrel
buried Amy the white poodle next to Omar's bar

MISSOURI MUSIC

No time to think clearly
while Mother ironed shirts
in the little red kitchen
with a pantry
where mice hid in spaghetti boxes
and small cactus sat in the window
a child runs off
for some other adventure
trains bound for St. Louis
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past corn fields the Baptist Church
and K Mart cosmetic counter
wanting to ride in visible horses
unbridled fenceless days
meeting tough women filling rat holes
the river people smile toothless
ready for any action that wasn't there

THURSDAY MORNING NEWS

It's one of those days
when old Presidents
stargaze while
outside the boundaries
whole worlds slaughter
and discourse runs in
search of a new captive
breeding program
the phones don't work
in this new spring sale
where absolute larceny
is acceptable and the
Ice Age comes gift wrapped
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DRY RUN

Reading Architectural Digest
photos of an ancient bridge
cane-backed seats of an el train
riding to the ballet in
a yellow St. Marys jumpsuit
eating marshmallows around a campfire
Nauvoo banks of the Mississippi
sitting with shuttered eyes
mathematical formulas don't work
books walk off to rust
fire hydrants aren't red
it is a morning
dog drizzle day
alone with a teapot
and you become angry
distinction doesn't impress
a benevolent world gone spongy
lusting after green metal
shrapnel of past ages
when a ll TV reruns are
confiscated by a new Red Squad out
to do battle with retired prizefighters
ground down
in listing ships
searching for any
tinsel town port
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PAUL JONES

WRECK OF THE OLD 97
There was laughter in the mines
on the night the freight train derailed.
Karla's father was first o n the scene, just
as the passenger train rounded the bend, scratching
the gravel from rail beds, chasing birds from roosts.
Biscuits and gravy was breakfast
law in Muehlenburg County, a strict birch
rod weeping across a blue china plate. In vestigations
unearthed charred bones in the engine·s indiscreet boiler.
The measu re of a true disaster
is measured by the size of the crowd
gathered, a count of the killed and injured
and the amount of wide backs required to work the spades.
Grandpa tells these tales now from the front porch,
Remembering the night the switching lantern went o ut.
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BARBARA SIMS

MY MELODY
Denial of the songs
sung by dark poets
in bitter-melancholy key
is a parchment delusion
that refuses a veil
Damn the poem that won't
write itself
Play to the song that can't
sing alone.

DANGEROUS MUSIC

It's angry in the bitch of bayou
Cattails torture & touch
It's angry in the bitch
and the bayou smiles & nods
While this dangerous music
- Carnegie head in the hallPunching behind atomic blind eyes
is fragile, fleet-footed as a deer
Riveting smiles in dark alleys
Crank & Grind & Fly before light
Tune up the blasphemed world
Let it catch in the day
and sing purple
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KELLY EVERS-BONEWELL

MINNESOTA

i am suddenly
thinking of minnesota
the parched coldness
of my grandmother's
cigarettes nesting. slowly
everything would wind
seeing the world"s
largest pelican chipping
at the prior
year the slow
rope of serene
on the unkindled
island being alone
hobbling around on
a horse-fly hobble
furnishings and unsurprises
the wild wetness
of embalmed air
saltless and confined
oh sweet confinement
the winding of
gaunt conversations the
splash the dive
the indispensable happiness
slowly the boat
would come across
across the dismantled
lake struggling with
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the shoreline's opinion
with a smell
of sleep that
keeps one awake

KEROUAC'S KIND OF JAZZ

remember
What,
and
i
the
background
and
the
am
mistress's
window.
at
the
edge
of anyone:
the
shape
and
a
silhouette
dedicates
smile
somehow.
she
near.
stands
breasts
perforated:
proud
and
ajar.
the
leaning
conclusive.
ovulating
cries
of
the
suddenly
trumpet,
then
offset.
she,
in
her
mind,
climbing
stairs
while
smoking;
life
and
barely
still
swollen
and
audible.
fits
herself
quiet,
she
indefinite
the
into
air,
early
and
like
alone
speculating,
mutual.
my
cities.
bride and some scene to
life
IS
where
still
the
leaving
and
shedding.
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ONE POEM TOO MANY

the dreamfilled
drop &
now the bickering
has snapped
off
the unraveling window
again
the forgetful
have
launched into
another
speech &
this house
is ingrained
too
much into
the march earth
it will not thaw
it cannot move
but the world
has
strangely
strayed from me
&
He with His
boughs
dandelions &
palpable weeds
has already been
in the garden

5/ 3/ 88
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JANET GRAHAM-SCHMIDT

ED DIED AT 47

Sleeveless lamplight streams through green tattered leaves
shining on clenched blue fists
choose
one
ifs empty
they' re both empty
she saved nothing but herself
yellow and grey-faced
rocker sti ll yet
next to bo x s he calls home
empty hand-made
a cake decorated
eaten up
devoured in celebration
crumbling pink-eyed roses
no mail in her box
no trains in the icing
no jump in her lap
no --Happy Diversion· ' in blue script
with white swirl of the finger
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SANDRA RAND

STORM AT THE DESK
Life so far has been unofficial
and it nearly leadens me;
what a logical depression:
thinking This has no substance.
That will never amount.

COMPRESSION FOUND IN PARADISE
First abyss
hollow taste
jerky world
Greater cleft grinding
seat
Secret savant
or
innocence taught
Her earth
perfect
if
tepid delight
I consummate
song
middle dawn
Mount
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elemental things taffeta
0, neon spirit
All psychy
with lymph
Vast
pregnant twiggings.

(TENTATIVE) ESSENTIAL LOVE POEM I
for San Juanita

Labyrinth intention
blearies the need:
iced-nerve-end
liquid touching
inward space
moist skin.
Curving weakness
measured
punctuated silence
pause repeated
believing alone
the precise rain.
I'm disarmed
detoured 0,
·· your brief
thin voice.,.
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BOILING DANDER

Curious.
This bulge called anger.
It suits most so well.
They' re comfy
redfaced neckveined
about to POP
a monochrome Pollack squirt.
Not for me.
I'm a high pressure cooker.
Ya. I churn the red blaze
'til it's a halcyon kettle
of controlled smoldering.
Eat.
Eat only what you can;
it will keep.

Saw a gang of mad cats
mobbing the curiosity shoppe.
They

want

answers.
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DIANE WILLIAMS

JB KNOWS
JB knows
C incinnati is a morgue.
They don·t have designer Trojans.
paisley.
chartreuse.
pin-striped
Trojans.
Pink galoshes won·t do in
a rainstorm of love.
JB knows
I'm in love with
the web spinner.
Pink and Blonde like
deja vu,
eyes like ice cream mint,
legs lo ng under water blue
Pink and Blonde.
This is the cool drink
the brothers praise undercover.
JB knows
my secret illin.
I wear dementia like
the Empress's new clothes,
blue lace over lavender scars,
summer nights under winter
mornings.
In the d ark she can see me
reaching for acceptance.

JB knows.
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NIGHT-MINDED

I feel it in my gut
like a big dog
like a big dog on a big.
West Madison Street in Chicago.
Seen the girls on Sunday morning.
Seen them in their red.
their cruising.
One says if she got AIDS,
she'd keep on trickin·. truckin·
for the brother in his
yesterday pimp furstreaks of blood where the baby
seals were stitched.
Seen him swack that tiger striped girl,
that peachy cream girl over chump
change. Nothing much left
but the sidewalk stink.

OLD MEN DELIGHT

Old men delight in my undressing.
my working-girl swagger.
Every day is Daddy's Day.
We play the look like game on bended knees.
I am Daughter of Eden and
mad as Tennessee Williams in white suit.
in wicker chair.
They are meal tickets and pocket money,
su nken eyes and French cigarettes.
No-no- I am a college girl, I say.
Soon I will meet them in the street
and sprinkle laughs at their skin
falling away at the touch,
radioactive glow in the somebody else's
teeth. They will dog my cologne,
come when I call.
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MICHAEL HANNAN

DISCUSSION IN THE NEXT ROOM

Softened voice
softer voice
respected. Ordinary face.
Justice.
C hipped paint
of the frame around the panesthrough here
move some dark spots of motion,
heat tethered to the road
for an instant the trees
before the cloud
an immediate punch
in the strip of returning.
The wheel of backwards
their short tones. From a distance
not woken by the waves
still pouring through
the fabrics, a few slivers lost
in the waiting erosion, exposure
to clever air. There
was nothing but wholeness in the loss.

ASLEEP, IS A PLEASANT

And the reason above, damn weather
Smoke taking initiative, fashioning the long fingers
Clack of buttons. store of the old bones.
Harmonica plays. Bodies for taking away
Bodies returned.
A lame leg drags
And ruins the quiet of afternoon. Then on the back
Of solving the clamor. the child begun.
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The doctor made notes and scratched his nose.
After some very long roads lined with sticky maples
There would have to be some word better than vague
Or a finger tipping the scales. A rough smile
And above the chart of carefully dotted sheep
Read the words:
Here I am in this city with nothing on my mind,
Hard buildings filled with exclusion.
Left to sit
opposite the piano.
Wistful in shoes
boisterous and tired.
The shoes are flaming.
Left to shift in discomfort.
Tupelos and the privileged aroma,
The broken-up scenes in arenas
Lithe and romantic.
Fascinated by the American bus stop. To commute
With eyes wide open and watery
Approached by the scenery, lit up by rays
No wider than a tongue.
Contoured by the light of the distant gas station
A shoulder retains its unity. Aggressive overcoats
Hunger in lassitude at the night shop.
Soft and blank
winter light and the bricks.
Poverty without words, the old lungs in their peril.
Mammal and otherwise under the tents
Under the eaves drenched by rivulets.
The hair will deepen in time
But the photographs will show the desire
For serious expressions and that will damn well get some respect.
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LITHO

Not so geographic, filled with windows
for your figures to float through when they wish.
disconnected by pleasant, various lines
and once an orb of charcoal bent in the knees: inconsistent
fields of ink. There are no birds; this scape
considered only partial. And the edges
are ragged, without roads, I see. Before seeing
you at the plant store, I hesitated
extinguishing a cigarette, head buzzing
separate from the street full of light.
The stale French bread
carried in my pack. It took some time
to make the print, you did not sleep much then ,
but now I know you are sleeping
(your mother communicates a strange feeling of doom;
she always emphasizes the word IF.)
We reach for the same peninsular
dark extension of what'? The land
filled with jarring street noises and public
beaches: slow crashes all day
yet the circle of water looks metallic,
broken and disappointed over our strange drunk
maneuvering about the wall. Still learning how
to speak about classifications. you are-

What you mi ss flowers into the slow danger your hands
saw so long ago after we were speaking
all that moaning beyond the windows. I expect
his parents really mean much more,
but I never care for the truth
or condominium on the lake. Begin again with
those patterned angers, the ink's transfer
under the weight of the stone, the endless gasp,
coffee exercises in the afternoon. The cowboy will find
nothing of this valid, but I write down Marie's message.
unable to get the accent just right.
The phone may never be returned. More to forget.
Long process.
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He leapt from the roof
of the YMCA while someone was walking
over the clean sidewalk; he leapt for so many years
it was not sudden, but the pavement still
shook loose some mechanisms.
Someone hurries past me on that street over there
where did it go ... I can still hear the buses
groaning westward; sometimes they come very often;
sometimes you step off, glancing first north.
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GARFIELD WEST

MUSTACHE
My friend Glen, who has a thin mustache,
But because he's light-skinned it looks fuller on him,
Likes to brush his mustache up.
My dad had a bushy one back in the early 70s.
When the untamed jungle look was in, but now he's
Gone more streamlined and upscale- like they do to cars
These days-and has a pencil thin one.
My homeboy. Leonard, he be chillin' out with his handlebar,
Wa xed at the ends. Brother calls hisself '· a black-ass
Rollie Fingers" but ol' Leonard's an ugly ass dude so
His 'stache doesn't play right on his mug.
Black nationalist Rodney. That nigger's whacked in
The head. Sucker swears up and down by Malcolm X:
pays homage to Malcolm by sporting a goatee.
I hate going out with the brother. Me and Rod, we
Go to bars then when homey gets to rapping 'bout
A going-back-to-Africa movement he gets so
Excited, beer an' spit gets caught up in hi s goateeAnd the mother looks disgusting.
Then there's Michael. Nigger swears up and down he·s
A model for Jet or Ebony. Got a nice crib in the
Heart of downtown, sports some sweet ass suits. My man Michael
Likes to keep his shit groomed. He shaves the bottom and
Top halves of his 'stache to give him that D on JuanTyrone Power look. Nigger please!
Women'? Well, Judy says she likes a
Man with a 'stache but Gloria says she likes the
Clean cut Ahmad Rashad look.
Me'? I say to hell with them fellas and both
Judy and Gloria. My ·stache is down. See. I know I look
Like dark Gable, anyway.
No doubt about it.
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BRUCE NEAL

FROSTBITE
cooing into the tinwhistle
her fingers are bitten below zero
the aluminum diminuendo
pierces my ear in virgin places
it sounds like a chipmunk
scatting Sibelius on Quaaludes
the tropical warmth
of her luscious tonguefunneled rhapsody
inundates the
ice water atmosphere
with delicate penicillin
there is a ghost
in her stomach
a kicking ghost
made of tubes,
matchsticks and
fle shy liquid
the Peoria di esel
is three hours
ove rdue
she is on the platform
her fingers burnt furious with needles
smelling pug and brazen like gunpowder
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SEDUCTION WALK

his
rubber under leather over blood over
bone shoes clicked like Europe
on the suffocating surface
where the sun singed every
thing cold
and the swimming pool
police
wander
everywhere that is bright
sliding
with an asphalt slide
to emulate Cagney he flirts with
the film that covers the earth
his ( soul) pointed
permeates the womb of negative
space by moving forward
a jackknife jaywalk
crosses the street over
and again over he crosses
the street like a jackknife
again it moves behind him
and everywhere
treading air
in the sea of oxygen
with caffeine in his veins
he proceeds to
fuck the atmosphere.
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HOW TO SPEAK TO THE HOMELESS

( 1)
the coat that wears him old has
last year living in it and as
he is naked inside all
of the time now. and
he opaque, likes
it
better
(2) Sid
knew everything s lap
dash ad
hoc spin
spoke
membrane. but
king H ypodermic back
from the big
war with a big stick like
the killer behind you at 2
A.M .• the silvery sex sacred
street and
exhuming the breath of my immigrant, secret
it away (3)
my hand take my
hand the window
provides me sanctuary one
exhales a --ruck offoldman!"
but the rest ignore or flee his
unkempt cigarette wanderings i finally shake unresolutely his hand to save it from hanging there forever and then
turn away feigning isolation ( question mark) and
pray i am not the best we have to offer.
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LORRI JACKSON

JUDY JETSON
(On Her Back, Tattooed)
wanna squat above you primal
june of the sacrificial pleasure
the artificial flavor
juice of the jujube squad
queen of the aquanet set
just because of the way boys think
they want you
beauty in the dyed eye
of the hand that holds the cock
wanna reach to rim the hole of your future
where everything will be had easy
wanna crowd you in your clubland
when the light flash faster faster
wanna push you from your pose
a typically weird sin,
your play-dough destruction
earrings, red those lips to match
i want the blonde lie
of your dark roots
i wanna taste what
is there to be tasted
because in my playground
experience will suck us off
judy, don't settle for time
on your knees in a john
it's no adventure
for a wrecked age where
love is another girl's name
whispered in your ears
as he pumps you full
of an anger you don't understand
whe re your self is left
on a shelf behind
another morning's ravage and
last year's records
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time is not redeemable
memories are not pre-assembled
my intentions are hard
and not always honorable
i am more than revenge
and i know you don't know me
but i certainly know you

FOOL'S DAY
(Or: I Found a Bi rd Blonde in His Bathroom)

Retaliate. This body now
comes
out of a stranger
·s shower alone, in the mirror
spins now. tighter. energy
pure burned by violent
parting. the break
up crack
on me
cut
.. since I paid for it. ... ,.
bang
me
This is where
I and the girl
I found
are the same
··easy to imitate nature but which part of nature
should we choose:
the face of a passing
stranger..
who runs
hands unknowing along my exposed
wires. w/ out desire, sink
the strain
of your heart then
the sudden
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words that spring
to your lips, a cock
for when the revealing
greed
greets you, a fist
of love
should I imitate this traffic
or just go home
(s harp snap of sulfur invades nostrils. Lay me
down, suck me
dry, reap it
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DON BAPST

SHOES
I-

Steps

My shoes start there
near the ground
swallowing my balance
with air cushions and Americana:
the only proof that I stand
on cement, velvet lawns,
shopping mall tiles,
escalator ribbings, metal grids, .. .
bridges . . .
At night the y sleep
in a tilted black pair
barely touching, mouths open:
dead lovers pressed in a closet
with black laces for veins.

II -

Steps in Pairs

I like men who find my shoes sexy
socks rolled down near the tops.
I've got wonderful toes too:
hair weaving across them like weeds.
Real poetry comes from the feet
where one's body meets dirt.
crushed wrappers. shadows, individual
pebbles, discarded subway transfers ....
d roplets from nose bleeds . ..
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Lie with me and
I'll write a few lines
of ·'Jove," chilled sheets,
and our shoes embracing
each other with our smells

ODE TO AUNT BEA

Oh, straight-pinned. high-pitched icon.
pursuer of White-less shades, you are
a bee-hive of small-town terror:
short black heels stomping down
mainstreet pavement, the stiff of starched
drapery dress pressed over girdle repression.
Aunt Bea, you gossip the codes of a cushioned
suburbia. No wonder your chair
covers are clear and plastic with flower
fabrics sealed beneath. Your house is the
temple of American sacrifice where I bow my
head in wonder, waving autographed photos
of Andy Griffith before a television and
toaster.
Hide, hide, from the forceful
stride of Bea's mountainous calves! She'll
press you inside her mythology like one
of the holy cards wedged in her spleen! She'll
wring you out like the dishrags she soaks in
lemon Joy and L.S.D. She'll let down sixty
years of hysteria along with unbunned hair.
Oh. but she's never been to the big
city or let them tight-ankled pumps
smack the ghetto concrete her blanched
mania shaped. Stayed home working the
voting booths like a pimp in a massage
parlor. Oh Bea, your shining white
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morality blinds our intentions. Your
ratings leave me in awe. You're the
sister of
the mother of
the father of
the symbol of
America.
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NATALIE KENVIN

LOVE POEM TO STEVEN
'·Recovery from heroin addiction involves 3 to 5 percent of active users.''

- The Psychology of Addiction

Rust on the razor
That threatens the throat,
Would I have loved you
Without the viper's track
That marks your arm?
No.
That scratch-tongued wager
Was a part of us.
The viper's tongue-harp
Does not sing.
It is silent as dust.
Your genitals hang slack
Inside the gloom of a pantsleg.
The smell of hashbrowns
and boiled coffee
Is cut with bacon grease.
The morning congeals.
A tan fur-patch mongrel
Lopes through the alley
Nosing scraps,
Lapping flat pools of spill.

II
Will I sleep again,
Key taped to my leg?
No.
These times are gone.
Do you live again
To be beaten until
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No one recognizes your face'!
Only the stray hairs
Of these ghost hags remain.
They are gone.

m
Your mouth tastes bitter as a dandelion.
We lie in the sun.
A self-figured knot
and snarl.
Glut like a sack,
I s leep inside your s hirt.
Where is the silence that condemns.
The e vening that brui ses'?

THE BAD MOTHER
Drinking peach wine.
The bad mother is strong.
She carries an iron box
With a stubby key
And horrible letters inside.
Rou sed. she moves
Slowly, sluggish
But elusive.
Her glebe tit hangs snub
In a pink brassiere.
Her hair secured with
A hairpin of fear.
A man cursed her once ,
So she melted his spine
To a drop of wax.
Her eye is a sinister violet.
She sighs.
A coffin splits deep in a grave.
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THE CURSE

What does it take
To love a stain
so incomplete
it slips like a pirate
through the temperamental
hair of the pubis,
political. wise, sedate.
Thing of unknown and forbidden taste.
What is its taste?
Dark, coating the tongue
Sour as semen
Or airy as thyme.
A chemistry of strange sugars
Produces this sticky rapture,
These gouts with a gallish smell
of death.
Sluggish, elusive,
simple as spittle,
These streams each woman makes
Are the stems of flowers that become
An immense Peruvian river,
Dark as a winec lot.
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JOHN TOMAN

MOTIVATION
Mother used to tell me to dance
nude around my apartment.
Playing the stereo loud
was alright, the shutters,
they're shut, and me
romping across the furniture,
jiggling a free-form
jig, my skin raced with
the niblets of goose bumps.
The idea had something
to do with ··release,''
though mother was never
one for explanations.

IT'S HERE
picture frame
sunday
glided with
a warm rock
of ease
the depression
of then
a delicious
memory
to hang
on a line:
if winter
were a
house
it'd be a
shut one
and spring
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a porch
wet with
gin
the tonic
on a table
and clouds
which grab
to the
touch:
longer sunshine
to drape
a lazy read
forgot my
shoes
but don't
really care
content only
with the
warming
the vagueness
of time
the aphrodisia
of greenness
reborn

GOOD OR BAD?
my tide
washed over
a brow
today
leaving sawdust
where there
should have
been wine
the timing
was sou r
a knick-knack
blunder
of off-color
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rhyme
and sun-burnt
cheeks
I said
"marry me, Margaret"
with drooly
love clothes
a flower bought
on credit
and a
carry-over
feeling
that had
sat on me
for months
.. can't J o hn"
from her
eyes droopy
the ease
slid behind a
make-up frown
and hula-hoop
lips
a tippy-tap
answer
with
too few
beats
that's
0 for 3
and I
sniveling
through pride
like a
pawn-broker
bandit
twirling the
turnstile
and getting
gassed on
my luck
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Q&A

Take me literally. and the
gooey guise I made this morning
is troggled in a tractor pull by
noon. Notions always. slid 'tween
dominoes, clicking off-time
sentiments I thought grand: a
sort of big pants philosophy
without the fly.
When I say "death"
milkmen say " life,''
the thing getting twisted like
a phone cord after I I :00. Maybe
room service to pick up the mess.
The problem?
I want lots.
Heave me the whole damned
fur-ball and I'll smooth it
a smile like a bad rodeo clown.
I park the histri onics in a sofa
cushion. an overused coupon, glassy
and cheezed when someone got
too serious.
What we really need are togas,
a whiskey sour in a mason jar.
people to scratch when the
air holds foul, and a photograph
of children nameless and queer.
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MARY HAWLEY

COAHUILA
tall men in dark bigotes
steer braided daughters
around the room
in two-step mexican polkas
at parties we have
mexican beer and texas beef
everyone is usted
on the highway to texas
there are often dead horses
in the road
hot still night
in nueva rosita coalminers greet
the candidate for governor
lamps shining from foreheads
the single chimney belches fire
behind the grandstand
dust, dry everywhere
boys lowered into mines
in buckets
olga swam across the river
works as a maid
sends money
flowers perch in the cacti
like white sea birds on a pier
sand and scrub spread
to the horizon
here the West is north
to the border
pickup trucks and mules
guayaberas and levis
spanish said so fast it sings
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eglantina sings as she mops
aging voice bellowing
corridos y baladas
her husband picks beans in wisconsin
sandra, the youngest
is not quite right
in nearby sabinas
kickapoo indians park
around the plaza
women in derby hats smoke cigars
while black descendents of a civil war deal
laugh at the popsicle boy
the official candidate won again
sometimes on the road to monclova
bodies are found
unrecognizable
in the desert walls of cactus
surround the ranchos
we lie in the river under cool trees
until evening breaks the sun
on the highway home we pass
another horse, already stiff

JOHNNY MUSTANG
you cruise the streets at night
brown eyes baited
asking for directions when you're not lost
a fast talker
breezy player
smooth rider
always with an answer
never an address
i like that
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johnny's waiting for some money
he's between jobs
but meantime he reads fortune magazine
plans his future
i like that
the check is sure to come tomorrow
sure it will
it has to
or johnny may pack up
johnny may go home to palm trees and condos
johnny may leave
so call me
johnny says
call me quick
call me now
johnny you·re a slider
a skimmer
a drifter
stiff in your pants almost anytime
eyes drifting over
a leg
a breast
a wallet
i like you.
see me smile
johnny mustang?
dance and slide
johnny mustang
see me johnny?
hi johnny
hello
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THE DAUGHTE R

i kneel in church at my mother' s side
graces flowing like oil through water
pain isn't always remembered
a flower blooms at night
petals dipped in crystal
she sings
but i' m afraid
her stem curves from burial ground
at night the scars of other harvests
fi ll with blood
i am the daughter
of my mother
i have inherited her field
walk the seamed land to find
the plant who sings
i am her daughter
born for and into the dark gashed soil
what grace
to feel the blac k new leaves
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FERD EGGAN

YOUR LIFE STORY BY SOMEONE ELSE
You live, as others do, a life that is not entirely satisfactory, but not really so
bad. when you come to consider it.
The warm incandescent light streamed out over the glittering snow on a
blue. cold evening.
There is too much time on your hands so you have the leisure to be afraid
and alienated.
You are beaten senseless by very large rednecks with two-by-fours and have
a good time telling about it. much later.
Nearly everything turns into a parable and you are dead certain about the
lessons you should have learned but can never apply to the present.
People rush to your bedside with reviving stories as you are dying, but the
crowd is stifling in the small ye llow room and you wish you didn't have to
put up with so much noisy love and devotion.

DREAM OF AYATOLLAH
First there are thousands of Ayatollahs in terrycloth gray
holding up ornate picture frames.
But the frames are empty and the A yatollahs go transparent.
Behind them the Aurora Borealis in furious waves of green with
sharp red edges. cutting.
Then the frames all converge to one white rectangle that blasts
its way right into my eye.
Leaving behind a forest of moose antlers with their green spring
fuzz still on them.
Then the phone rings for real in another apartment, the kind of
phone with a real bell, sinister. insistent.
My doctor tells me news of my lab results. Like Andy Warho l, I
am dead.
Then Andy with his hair so white and so ve ry dry.
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JOAN FISHER

PARDON
gentle stigmata
pardon left in a scarred
bevy
a mystical beast
in the constitutional quarry
layers upon layers
of planned
terra
firma groundlings
uniquely tangent union
what is preconceived
typically stinks
of malice
but
when prismed
through a tender vibrato
high and urging
my scar
precedes me
and coalescence
dances the triptych
in minuet boredom
and ease
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LAURA DI MARTINO

CADENCE IN SPRING
Vulnerabilities,
attached again
root tentacles
precarious on edge;
frozen steppes, untouched newland
formed predawn
epochs we traverse,
rattling charms to ward
fortune, evil, sanctions
endured before.
Chasms opened up.
Prisons opened up.
Sewer stench grew sweet.
Listening, always
to the nightstrum
beating against
breath, slow inhale,
shake of quilt
to necessities.
··You always did
do this to me."
Ex hale next beat.
The air slowly swells and swallows.
Even wet takes on the shapes
of daggers this time of year.
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HERMITAGE

The road follows
what direction takes.
the searing length,
the Mississippi down.
the belly of grass
so still, cries
a lark broken
rupture in between
pathos. the blur
white line, melt
blue, green, grey,
black, brown to
divisions of sense
tightly steering,
catching the turn
again and again.
This Mississippi ,
catfish, eighty pounder,
this one hooked
off the dock while
asleep.
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AMY SHUTTLEWORTH

THIS AQUARIUM
It must be
an aquarium of hells.
This, for you
is pretty trouble, a
continuum of pastels
bruising in concentric shadows: blues
and purples float
at the
slightest current
sensitive to the
tiny ripple in rouge
and the
all-around guy is
bobbing up and down for you.
Your water
clears and
refracts wallpaper
colors and
catches
you in its
reflection.
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PWA WORKER

She knows this
terror intimately; where
she held a hand
is now a dozen forms
dusting her hold on the tombstone.
She sees
the melt into the sheets and
hears the phone: ·'No more." She
looks to her body to pierce.
She
releases
herself of the hands
with the
swiftness
of her
cat. Her
wrists now
opened and
waving.
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BARBARA MURRAY

TORRID ZONE
The sun is a trapezoid on the wall next to my bed
a smirking tease with all the right promises
like invisibility and glory.
r ve been here before
tricked into believing
in th ings li ke the extreme whiteness of light
and the everlasting movement of thinking.
rve stepped into that space between the parallels
wide-eyed a nd ready to be amazed
de liciously scared but victorious
si tting down to a hearty meal during the denouement.
Today mi gh t be different.
like if I could slip inside and not pay attention:
Zombie-dumb, merely taking up space.
riding the trapezoid as it sinks into the floor.
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ALLAN ZEITLIN

THANKSGIVING POEM

I was a New Age pilgrim, flying 2000 miles
to sit at your table, hearing Martin
discuss arthritis and trace Thanksgiving
to the ancient Incas.
Two exchange students, those giggling pistons,
ate their first turkey, but never came back.
The draft resister who lived with my sister
walked us through prayers
and fought with my father
over Nixon's second term.
Another time I sat with Barbara's eight clients,
all of them blind, all of them drunk.
We sang '· Happy Birthday" in German,
setting fire to a chair.
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JIM SIKORA

POEM
PAGAN PIG PIE rotisserie
ink blots the sky
dark acid yellow-it's
getting easier
to spin roulette
to find justice
in an empty hand
to demand dead words
reorder themselves
to let them bleed
onto the page
cold. hard
reptillian
and
di\·ine.
To become
a chrysalis
of ordered light
textured of
suns and
skin.
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CAROLYN GUINZIO

EVERYDAY

And suddenly you
in the middle of my day.
What a surprise!
But not the kind
that makes my eyes
glaze over in boredom.
M ore like old English
fish and chips
but without newspaper
and grease.
Something without
that wrong and foolish fear.
Your fingerpaintings
hang like a phone call
from the station or
two blocks away
with hazy canoon music
in the background.
What a baseball life
out on the sidewalk.
throwing sticks in the air
to force things down
from the garage roof.

II
Walk up smiling
with hot bread.
a homemade lie
in plastic.
Home from the factory.
your thermos in a paper bag.
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so sweet and sad.
but still they frisk it
as you leave every day.
as though you stole a wrench.
Clinging and crying
into pillowy calves
and eating meatloaf.
Ripping angry wires
between you and what's outside.
stay folded
in your lamplight and cigarettes
and sneak out
before the rest of us are awake.
In a flashy mood.
tell me stories again
of those things
you meant to do
and what it was
that changed all that.
like a single bright second.
like a rope you can't reach.

A W EAK MIDDLE

Tuesday
Such a little newspaper
on Tuesdays.
Such a death trap
of contentment.
take-out smelt
and video comedy.
You were younger then.
skinnier. and cute.
It doesn't seem
to be you at all.
I can't take it serious.
your sad disease
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in a flabby rocking c hair.
troublesome cash.
floating
dreams of women
with sashes in light
and glo wing hair
flies rippling through
the stoic doorway.
The players are tall.
closed and mundane:
wouldn ·t dream of a
switch or sound
or anything unlikel y
as bowling.
but ju st usual water
in plastic cups.
empty. folded.

Wednesday
Re sting

witb sucb a aistur'neci air
on the space
between y our actions
and intentions.
you pose on the sheets.
try to lure me away
from remembering the time.
It' s a sad lot
to think of numbers while yo u sleep'.
While o utside
young boys drag race
and throw rocks.
a ll types of di sgrace
in the air you breathe.
Counting circles on my eyelids
as you kiss me on the couch.
groping its frayed edges
for something that will make it
all fall together
in a settled way
instead of s itting
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wide-eyed in the night.
refusing almost everything
within your windows.

Thursday
Awaking to the throaty hum
of a crane.
an under-construction earth
opens up, and you
run for your life.
All these things they tell you
are good for your hearta trendy photo essay
to make you feel pathetic.
To make you feel
you can just barely get away
with who you are.

THE SELF YOU SEE IN YOUR DREAMS
Untrustworthy armor.
you·ve left me in the open.
The forest a field.
me being all
that silhouettes the horizon.
Clutching my toolbox.
I look for fellow shadows.
Adjusting the brightness
of my spotlight.
I cannot make it
find anything for me.
The self you see in your dreams.
insolent and demure.
measuring up.
forgetting you quickly.
revenge.
Drowning smoke in coffee.
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staring down waterfalls and wells.
taking \'itamins.
Watching dancers from the balcony.
stepping between Tupperware landmines.
taxidermic attack cats.
superimposed stupidity.
Schoolchild with
a dried mudpie heart
a hammer wou ld shudder
trying to shatter.
tightening the rungs
of the ladder
in the end.
grows up. says
I wish time would freeze
when we· re not together:
the Fiji Islands are calling me
lazy.
and my boat is too big
to fit under the bridge.
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